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Abstract: Renal cell carcinoma during pregnancy is extremely rare, but it is the commonest 
urological malignancy reported in pregnancy. Currently, no uniform domestic or international 
diagnostic or treatment criteria exist for these patients, so their diagnosis and treatment are 
challenging for urologists. The health and reproductive needs of these patients have 
improved in recent years because of the continuous development of medical technology. 
This article reviews the epidemiology, risk factors, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of 
renal cell carcinoma during pregnancy. 
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Introduction
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a malignant cancer of the kidney, and it has been 
rarely described in pregnant women. Regardless of whether it is a primary occur-
rence of cancer in a pregnant woman or an unexpected pregnancy during cancer 
treatment, the diagnosis and treatment of such patients can be difficult. Meanwhile, 
the treatment of malignant cancers during pregnancy and the fertility needs of 
patients with malignant cancers have received an increasing amount of attention. 
Surgical resection of the lesions is currently the primary treatment for RCC. Novel 
targeted drugs have proven efficacious in patients with metastatic RCC, but there 
have been few studies on the safety of these treatments for the fetus. This article 
reviews the epidemiology, risk factors, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of RCC 
during pregnancy, with the aim of providing better diagnosis and treatment strate-
gies. A MEDLINE search of the peer reviewed literature on diagnosis and case 
reports of RCC during pregnancy, published in English, was done through March 1, 
2021 using the words: “renal cancer”, “pregnancy”, “gestation”, “diagnosis”, “treat-
ment”, and “management”. A total of 109 documented cases of all renal malig-
nancies during pregnancy were evaluated for this review (Table 1).

Epidemiology and Risk Factors
RCC accounts for approximately 3% of malignant cancers in adults, with a male-to- 
female ratio of 2:1.1 Malignant cancers during pregnancy are rare, with approxi-
mately 1 in 1000 pregnant women diagnosed with cancer before delivery.2 The 
most common tumors diagnosed during pregnancy are breast cancer, melanoma, 
cervical cancer, and lymphomas. Urinary tract cancers during pregnancy are even 
rarer, and RCC is the most common urinary tract malignancy during pregnancy.3
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Obesity, smoking, analgesics, environmental factors, 
hypertension, diabetes, chronic kidney diseases, and repro-
ductive and hormonal factors are established risk factors 
for RCC.4 During pregnancy, estrogen and progesterone 
reach to a high peak. High parity (≥5 pregnancies lasting 
for more than 4 months) was associated with almost dou-
bling of risk for RCC in comparison with nulliparous 
women. A meta-analysis including 14 studies (5 cohort 
studies, one nested case control, and 8 case control stu-
dies) that were published in 2013 concluded that ever 
parity, ie with a history of at least one pregnancy and 
increased parity numbers are associated with an increased 
risk of kidney cancer.5 However, the correlation between 
hormonal factors and the development of RCC during 
pregnancy and its underlying mechanisms are not fully 
understood.

Clinical Presentation
RCC during pregnancy is usually discovered incidentally 
during prenatal check-ups. To date, the primary clinical 
symptoms are pain (50%), hematuria (47%), hypertension 
(18%), and the classic triad (back pain, mass, hematuria) 
(26%)6 Other rare clinical manifestations include hemoly-
tic anemia, hypercalcemia, and tumor rupture. The clinical 
manifestations of RCC during pregnancy are atypical 
because common complications of pregnancy, such as 
abdominal pain, abdominal distension, and urinary tract 
irritation, as well as the patient’s increasing abdominal 
circumference, can easily obscure these clinical 
manifestations.

Diagnosis
There are three main difficulties in the diagnosis of RCC 
during pregnancy: 1) the clinical symptoms are atypical; 2) 
auxiliary examination methods are limited; and 3) diagno-
sis causes significant mental stress to the patient and 
family members. The ionizing radiation from radiography 
and computed tomography (CT) examinations may cause 
fetal congenital malformations, central nervous system 
damage, intrauterine growth restriction, or stillbirth. 
Therefore, such examinations should be avoided in early 
pregnancy.7 For pregnant patients who must undergo these 
imaging examinations, the radiation dose should be <0.1 
Gy, and the examination should be conducted with the 
abdomen shielded to ensure the fetus is safe.8 CT and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are the preferred ima-
ging examinations for diagnosing RCC. Clinically the 
safest imaging examinations during pregnancy are ultra-
sonography and MRI.7 Ultrasonography is often used for 
routine prenatal examinations. The ultrasonography and 
CT detection rates for renal tumors ≥3 cm in diameter 
are similar, but the sensitivity of ultrasonography for 
tumors <3 cm or small lesions that do not change the 
contour of the kidney is significantly lower than that of 
CT.9 MRI can accurately identify the size, location, and 
progression of the tumor, and its diagnostic accuracy for 
RCC is the same as that of CT.10

It is generally believed that imaging examination is 
sufficient for diagnostic confirmation, so preoperative 
biopsy of lesions among pregnant patients is rarely 
reported in the literature.6 Preoperative histological exam-
ination can significantly increase the diagnostic accuracy 
and guide adjuvant treatment decisions.11 A small renal 
mass is not always a cancer. If we cannot tell it is 

Table 1 Characteristics of Patients with RCC During Pregnancy

No. %

Maternal Age at Diagnosis 20–52(y) 109
Parity

Nulliparous 31 28.4

Multiparous 57 52.3
Not reported 21 19.3

Pathology

Clear cell carcinoma 68 62.3
Papillary type 7 6.4

Chromophobe 10 9.2
Translocation type 5 4.6

Nephroblastoma 9 8.3

Not reported 10 9.2
Stage at diagnosis

Localized 102 93.6

Metastatic 3 2.7
Not reported 4 3.7

Gestational age at diagnosis

First trimester 37 33.9
Second trimester 44 40.4

Third trimester 23 21.1

Not reported 5 4.6
Management

Active surveillance 13 11.9

Radical nephrectomy 37 33.9
Partial nephrectomy 46 42.2

Systemic treatment 3 2.8

Not reported 10 9.2
Obstetric outcome

Live birth 85 78.0

Termination 8 7.3
Miscarriage 7 6.4

Not reported 9 8.3
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benignant or malignant, biopsy is needed. In other cases, 
biopsy of suspected lesions is an option for patients with 
unclear tumor tissue origin, local ablative therapies (ie 
radiofrequency ablation and cryosurgery), patients with 
a solitary kidney, and patients with metastatic disease 
before initiating targeted therapies.12

Treatment
RCC during pregnancy is extremely rare, and no uniform 
treatment standard exists. We should make a treatment 
plan based on the guidelines and the actual situation of 
the patient. However, surgical resection of the lesion is 
still the primary treatment option for these patients. Some 
patients with a small renal mass may not undergo surgery 
temporarily and try active surveillance. Ethical concerns 
should be the first consideration in the treatment process. 
Some researchers generally consider the treatment of the 
pregnant woman as the focus, not only addressing poten-
tial physiological problems but also providing psychologi-
cal counseling, followed by ensuring the normal 
development and health of the fetus.11 Standardized guide-
lines for management are unavailable due to the rarity of 
this diagnosis and the decision is individualized for each 
case, putting in consideration the welfare of mother and 
fetus. In addition, given the complex physiological and 
pathological conditions of RCC during pregnancy, 
a multidisciplinary team of urologists, obstetricians, 
anesthesiologists, radiologists, pediatricians, psycholo-
gists, and genetic counselors should be involved in the 
treatment and consultation of these patients to achieve 
the best possible outcome.11 Further, an individualized 
treatment plan should be formulated based on the clinical 
manifestations, gestational age, tumor site and stage, 
whether complications are present, and the wishes of the 
patient and family members. Full communication with the 
patient and family is necessary when time-limited surgery, 
watchful waiting, or termination of pregnancy are 
considered.13

Timing of Surgery
Currently, termination of pregnancy is generally not 
recommended for pregnant RCC patients and should only 
be extremely carefully considered in patients with meta-
static tumors whose body cannot continue to tolerate the 
pregnancy.14 The patient’s general condition, gestational 
age, tumor size and progression, and the status of fetal 
development are the primary factors guiding the timing of 
surgery.6

Many researchers believe that RCC resection can be 
performed in the early, middle, and late stages of preg-
nancy, although the consensus is that early pregnancy is 
the safest time for surgery.15 There is still controversy as 
to whether surgery should be performed in the second 
trimester. Some researchers recommend that surgical 
operation may cause uterine contraction and miscarriage 
and that hypotension caused by intraoperative blood loss 
may cause fetal hypoxia and recommend that operation be 
postponed until 32 weeks of gestation or even after deliv-
ery due to improved fetal lung development and 
maturity.16 However, others believe that the difficulty of 
surgical intervention gradually increases with uterine size 
and that surgery during the second trimester is safe and 
feasible.17 Therefore, surgical treatment of RCC in 
the second trimester requires a comprehensive assessment 
of the impact of invasive surgery on the mother and fetus 
and the risk of delayed surgery.18

If RCC is found in the third trimester, the timing of 
surgery is relatively simple. First, if tumor progression is 
limited, watchful waiting until surgical treatment 1 week 
after delivery is appropriate.19 Second, if the patient has 
a strong desire for treatment or has other organ dysfunc-
tions, surgical treatment can be performed after inducing 
delivery. Fetal lung is mature after gestational week 32. 
Then early delivery followed by kidney surgery or sys-
temic therapy for metastatic disease is an option.11,16 If 
RCC is found close to the expected date of delivery, 
surgical treatment can be delayed until the expected date 
of delivery, and cesarean section and radical nephrectomy 
can be performed simultaneously.20

Because the doubling time of RCC is relatively slow 
(300–500 days),21 the growth rate is 0.4 cm/year on aver-
age within T1 stage,22 so watchful waiting depending on 
physical condition and disease progression is recom-
mended for patients in whom surgery would be difficult 
or who are concerned about the safety of the fetus. In 
addition, treatment after delivery is also a feasible treat-
ment plan.4

Selection of Surgical Procedure
Some researchers recommend that laparoscopic surgery 
should be avoided during pregnancy because of concerns 
about uterine injury, miscarriage, malformations, prema-
ture delivery, hypercapnia, and other surgical 
complications.23 However, laparoscopic surgery and robot- 
assisted laparoscopic surgery are becoming more common 
with improvements in surgical technologies.24 With 
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respect to the impact on pregnant women, laparoscopic 
surgery has advantages over open surgery in terms of 
average hospital stay, administration of antispasmodic 
drugs, postoperative pain, and intestinal recovery time.25 

Further, there is no statistically significant difference in 
gestational age, birth weight, or Apgar score in women 
undergoing these two surgical techniques.

Laparoscopic radical nephrectomy and nephron- 
sparing surgery have become common procedures for the 
treatment of RCC during pregnancy, but there are still 
differences of opinion regarding the optimal treatment 
approach. In the transabdominal approach, the operation 
space is large, but because the intestine is compressed by 
the enlarged uterus, the kidney and renal pedicle are not 
well exposed, and there is greater irritation of the 
uterus.26,27 This method is appropriate for tumors of the 
anterior and lateral kidney. Conversely, in the retroperito-
neal approach, the operation space is narrow, but the 
kidney and renal blood vessels are directly exposed, 
there is little irritation of the uterus, and there is little 
impact on the patient’s systemic circulation.17,23 This 
method is often performed for tumors of the posterior, 
posteromedial, or posterolateral kidney. As few cases 
have been described, it is not yet possible to compare the 
specific effects of the two approaches, so the selection of 
approach depends on the operator’s experience with 
laparoscopic surgery, the size of the uterus, and the loca-
tion and size of the kidney tumor.27 For the right (left) 
kidney masses, placing the patient in a left (right) lateral 
decubitus position will shift the uterus off the vena cava, 
improving venous return and cardiac output. Surgery dur-
ing pregnancy requires maintenance of stable maternal 
hemodynamic parameters to provide adequate uteropla-
cental circulation, and avoidance of preterm labor.

Several precautions for laparoscopic surgery in the treat-
ment of RCC during pregnancy must be kept in mind. First, 
to avoid uterine damage and reduce uterine irritation, the 
Hasson technique is the most reliable for placing the first 
laparoscopic trocar with an open field of view. The position 
of each cannula should be moved upward in the abdomen 
corresponding to increases in the uterine volume.27 Second, 
intra-abdominal pressure should be maintained at <12 
mmHg. Excessive intra-abdominal pressure will cause the 
cardiac index to decrease and the systemic vascular resis-
tance to increase, which can result in increased intrauterine 
pressure and decreased uteroplacental perfusion.24 Last, in 
order to prevent hypercapnia, hyperventilation of the patient 

during anesthesia is recommended to maintain end-tidal 
CO2 at a concentration of ≤35 mmHg.28

Treatment of Metastatic RCC
Current first-line treatment strategies for metastatic RCC 
are immune checkpoint inhibitors based combination 
therapies. The combination of pembrolizumab and axitinib 
as well as nivolumab and ipilimumab is the standard of 
care in all risk groups. Alternatives are VEGFR-TKIs 
when immune checkpoint inhibitors are not available or 
contra-indicated.29 The safety of these drugs during preg-
nancy is poorly studied; However, there have been few 
studies on the safety of these drugs during pregnancy; data 
are available only from animal studies.30 The United 
States Food and Drug Administration lists these drugs as 
Class D drugs that should be avoided during pregnancy.6 

Therefore, systemic treatment is not recommended after 
radical tumor resection for pregnant RCC patients who do 
not have metastasis, whereas systemic treatment can be 
considered after termination of pregnancy for patients with 
distant metastases.

Prognosis
Most pregnant RCC patients have a good prognosis and 
can deliver healthy newborns. Moreover, stage of patients 
who are diagnosed with RCC during pregnancy is signifi-
cantly lower than that of common patients with RCC.6 

This may be related to tumors being found earlier at 
regular physical examinations during pregnancy. 
However, there have been no relevant reports on the prog-
nosis of pregnant patients with metastatic RCC.

Conclusion
Pregnant RCC patients are a unique population in which the 
safety of the fetus must be considered in addition to the 
condition of the patient. No uniform domestic or international 
diagnostic or treatment criteria exist, so these patients require 
a multidisciplinary team for diagnosis, treatment, and com-
prehensive clinical management. Moreover, an individualized 
treatment plan should be formulated based on the patient’s 
condition and the development of the fetus. Currently, laparo-
scopic radical nephrectomy or nephron-sparing surgery are 
the primary treatment for RCC during pregnancy. Although 
laparoscopic surgery has many advantages over open surgery, 
there are details that require careful consideration by the 
surgeon. Targeted drug therapy is recommended for meta-
static RCC, but it should be avoided during pregnancy and 
lactation. Currently, the overall prognosis of these patients is 
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good, but further investigation of specific pathogenic 
mechanisms and safer anticancer drugs is still necessary to 
reduce the risk to the pregnant RCC patient and the fetus.
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